
PTF Release Notes for Public PTF (2010-09-30)

1. Origin Product/Version

OXAE v6.16.1 Rev 11

2. Packages shipped with this PTF Release

open-xchange-eas 6.16.1.0-7 (OXtender for Business Mobility)

open-xchange-help-usm-eas 6.16.0.0-10 (OXtender for Business Mobility)

open-xchange-usm 6.16.1.0-6 (OXtender for Business Mobility)

3. Bugs fixed with this PTF Release

16892 Calendar-Sync results in 0x80820001 on WinMobile

Windows Mobile devices reports error "0x80820001" (Segmentation 
fault) when synchronizing certain appointment series where exceptions 
take place beyond the configured synchronization timeframe. This has 
been fixed.

No potential side effects.

16607 Unable to subscribe/refresh LinkedIN due to Captchas
Linkedin always shows a captcha after login. The crawler now uses the 
API to retrieve the data.
No potential side effects.

16781   Moving/Deleting a bulk of more than 10 mails not possible
The USM Sync System expects that all objects included in one 
move/update operation should have the same timestamp. Changes have 
been made in MoveItemsDelegate to separate the move request into 
chunks with objects with the same timestamp.
No potential side effects.

16704   NPE when opening link to publication in mail
For a (still unknown) reason, files were not attached to automatically 
created infoitems used for publishing email attachments once they 
exceed the upload quota. We have made some changes to make the 
handling more robust.
No potential side effects.

16720   Appointments created in OX-GUI or iPhone not synced to Outlook
When changing a normal appointment into a recurring appointment a 
wrong recurrence position will be stored in the database. This causes the 
appointment series to disappear in Outlook. After a small change this 
will work correct now. 
No potential side effects.
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4. Changes relevant for Administrator

Changes of configuration files

- none

Changes of database schemes

- none - 

Changes of command line tools schemes

- none - 

5. Changes relevant for Developers

Changes of the HTTP API

- none -

Changes of the RMI API

- none - 

Changes of the WebDAV API

- none - 

6. Tests

To avoid side effects the packages have gone through automated “Smoke” and 
“Always” test on both, the OX Build System and a distributed OX QA server 
setup. 

The OX QA team has verified all bug fixes. 

7. Side effects

No side effects.
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